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the Restoration comedy—George Farquhar. Farqu-
har was the first modern dramatist, not merely, as has
been said of him, to bring the scent of the hay across
the footlights, but also to put on the stage real soldiers,
beside whom the Bramarbases of the traditional
comedy are but as spouting automata. Farquhar's
Constant Couple., and still more, his 'Beaux'' Stratagem,
meant more for Minna von Barnhelm than any other
model; and the place of Lessing's drama in the
literature of the eighteenth century is by the side, not
of the great French comedies of the century, but of
The Beaux' Stratagem., She Stoops to Conquer and The
School for Scandal. The greatness of Minna von
Barnhelm has always been recognized, not so fre-
quently the fact that its greatness is of the English
kind.
Lessing wrote two other dramatic masterpieces :
Emilia Galotti and Nathan der Weise. With the
former of these the German tragedy of common
life made a vast stride forward. Here, again, more
than one English drama on the theme of the Roman
Virginia—for such is Emilia Galotti—had stood
sponsor ; but Lessing rose superior to them all. For
he discarded the political theses which the English
playwrights had woven into their interpretations of
the Roman tragedy, and contented himself with
depicting a simple conflict of human emotions. The
critics have dwelt on the flaws of Lessing* s attempt
to modernize the Virginia story, but these flaws were
inherent in the theme from the beginning ; they have
not dwelt sufficiently on the skill and intuition with
which he has in very large measure surmounted his
difficulties and brought his theme within the sphere
of eighteenth-century sympathies; they have not
always appreciated the dramatic vigour and strength
with, which the men and women are depicted, who
here play out their fates. Emilia Galotti is, again,
one of the foundation-stones of the modern German
theatre.

